MARCIN
ZAREMSKI

MZ

FULL STACK DEVELOPER

SUMMARY

WORK EXPERIENCE

I have been working as a programmer since 2018.
By then I developed a few projects. I worked mainly with
the frontend but sometimes with the backend side of the
application. I love building a product as a whole - not only
a technical aspect. I have a startup
mentality and
I would like to help with your awesome project!

SIDE PROJECTS
Ikonate - Customize icons

The app was #1 product of the day
in Product Hunt.
It helps to custom and download icons in various formats.

Multiplayer Online Race Game

The game was built in 2017 just for fun (and learning).
I used 2d physic library, Pixi.js, Node.js, web sockets and
JavaScript. Have a fun! (Control: w,s,a,d,space)

TECH STACK
JavaScript
TypeScript
REACT
Redux
Node.js
Express.js

PostgreSQL
SQL
Storybook
Docker
HTML
CSS

EDUCATION
Cracow University of Economics
APPLIED COMPUTER SCIENCE
10/2018 - 07/2021 - KRAKOW

Technical High School
COMPUTER SCIENCE - LUBACZOW
10/2018 - 07/2021

LANGUAGES
Polish: Native Proficiency
English: Professional working proficiency (B2)

Frontend - Part-time contract
BARBUCK/CALLTRACKS
07/2021 - PRESENT
I am in charge of:
Separating REACT frontend from the backend to create
a single page application.
Implementing a Storybook for all components.
Refactoring all migrated components.
Creating unit and integration tests for the components.

Frontend - Fulltime
G2A
10/2020 - 07/2021
G2A is a global online gaming marketplace.
I worked in a team of 9 where we used scrum
methodology.
Developed new features for the client's dashboard in
REACT and redux.
Developed a few features in a micro-frontend approach

FullStack - Fulltime
FOUNDER & LIGHTNING/UCREATE
07/2018 - 10/2020
We were building startups and technology for them.
Gained experience by working on a few projects,
working closely with project managers, designers and
clients and leading from time to time.
Around a year I worked as backend with Node.js,
Express and PostgreSQL. It was a real estate project to
find a perfect location to live. We worked closely with
data scientists, designers and frontend devs.
Another great experience I gained in a financial project
where I was leading a frontend part of the application
(REACT, Redux) with 3 frontend developers.

CONTACT
email: marcinzara@gmail.com
phone: +48 723066170
website: marcinzaremski.pl
LinkedIn: click here

